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Introduction: Energy statistics and 

environmental accounts in the EU
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European statistics are “necessary for the performance of the activities of the 

Community.” (Regulation EU 223/2009)

Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

 Statistics are regulated with respect to development, production and dissemination

 Statistics “shall be developed, produced and disseminated in conformity with the 

statistical principles as set out in Article 285(2) of the Treaty and further elaborated in the 

European statistics Code of Practice in accordance with Article 11”

 A Member State (MS) national statistical institute, as designated, shall act as the contact 

point for the Commission (Eurostat) on statistical matters
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Key energy statistics and environmental accounts provisions are found at 

Regulation (EU) 691/2011, as amended by Regulation (EU) 538/2014

Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

 In accordance with the Communication of the Commission on Gross Domestic Product 

and beyond, and with the targets of the Europe 2020 strategy, Regulation (EU) 691/2011 

provided for the development of a data framework that consistently includes 

environmental issues, in combination with economic ones, as a basis for environmental 

policy decisions. 

 Based on the data available in the member states, the Regulation initially included three 

modules for environmental accounts, namely air emission accounts, environmentally 

related transfers and material flow accounts (MFA). 

 The development and introduction of new modules, as required under the Regulation, has 

now been implemented in Regulation (EU) 538/2014 which was published in April 2014. 

The new Regulation extends the scope of the original Regulation to include new modules 

such as environmental protection expenditure, the environmental goods and services 

sector (EGSS) and physical energy flows.
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Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

Air emissions accounts by industry and households: Carbon Dioxide

 EU28’s carbon dioxide emissions have 

decreased since 2008

 Turkey’s carbon dioxide emissions have 

increased since 2008
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Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

MFA: Domestic Material Consumption (DMC)

 EU28’s DMC has decreased since 2008 

and is trending downward

 Turkey’s DMC has increased since 2008 

but is recently trending downward
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Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

Environmental taxes: Total of energy, transport, pollution, and resource taxes 

 EU28’s total environmental tax revenues 

has increased since 2008

 In 2013, the EU28 reported that the 

environmental tax revenues as a percentage of 

gross domestic product (GDP) was 2.44 % 

 No reporting for Turkey by Eurostat
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Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU

Environmental protection expenditure

 Turkey aligns with significant segment of 

EU28 on environmental protection 

expenditures 

Private and Confidential

Source: Eurostat, 2010



Introduction: Energy statistics and environmental 

accounts in the EU
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The  Renewable Directive 2009/28/EC includes duties on statistical reporting of the share of

renewable energy in the energy subsectors as well as rules for the statistical accounting.

Article 5 (Calculation of the share of RES) 

 Gross final consumption of energy from renewable sources is to be calculated as

 gross final consumption of electricity from renewable energy sources;

 gross final consumption of energy from renewable sources for heating and cooling;

 final consumption of energy from renewable sources in transport.

 Explicit prohibition of double counting (e.g. gas in heating and electricity)

 Excluded: Electricity from pumped hydro, energy savings from passive houses 

 Coherence of statistical information ensured by calculating the sectoral and overall shares 

and statistical information reported to the Commission under Regulation (EC) No 1099/2008.

Article 22 (Reporting Duties of the Member States)

 Member States are required to biannually report on the progress in the use of energy from 

renewable sources to the European Commission. 

 Includes the sectoral and overall shares of renewable energy use in the past two years



General Framework: Regulation (EU) 

691/2011
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General Framework: Regulation (EU) 691/2011

Development of EU Regulation on energy statistics and environmental accounts 

Private and Confidential

201420112009

Regulation (EU) 223/2009

• repealing Regulation (EC, Euratom) 

1101/2008

• the ‘statistical law’, framework 

regulation, provides the basic 

principles and rules for how the 

European Statistical System (ESS) 

should function

Regulation (EU) 691/2011

• Based on the data available in the 

member states, the Regulation 

initially included three modules for 

environmental accounts

• air emission accounts,

• environmentally related 

transfers, and 

• material flow accounts (MFA)

Regulation (EU) 538/2014

• Extends the scope of the original 

Regulation to include

• environmental protection 

expenditure, 

• the environmental goods and 

services sector (EGSS), and 

• physical energy flows



Design and Purpose of European Union 

Environmental Accounts
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Annex I of Regulation (EU) 691/2011

Air emissions accounts: Design and Purpose of 

European Union Environmental Accounts 

 Air emissions accounts record the flows of residual gaseous and particulate 

materials originating from the national economy and flowing into the atmosphere.

 Emissions are assigned to the country where the economic operator causing the 

emission is resident

 Emissions are classified by economic activity, following the NACE classification of 

the system of national accounts

 Emissions from international navigation and aviation are assigned to the countries 

where the operator of the ship/aircraft is resident, regardless of where the emission 

takes place

 National emission inventories and EU AEA totals differ, as different boundaries apply 

under each approach
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Annex II of Regulation (EU) 691/2011

Environmental taxes: Design and Purpose of 

European Union Environmental Accounts

 Statistics on environmentally related taxes record national economies’ 

environmentally related tax revenues according to economic activity

 Disaggregated tax data submitted by the reporting countries to Eurostat are used to 

determine the level of revenue from environmental taxes; Eurostat also collects and 

publishes data on these tax revenues broken down by economic activity for 

producer units, households and non-residents (tax payers).

 Environmental tax statistics present data on taxes in the following areas: 

 Energy

 Transport

 Pollution, and 

 Resource
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Annex III of Regulation (EU) 691/2011

Economy-wide MFA: Design and Purpose of 

European Union Environmental Accounts

 Material flow accounts constitute a comprehensive data framework systematically 

recording the inputs of materials into the European economies in a detailed 

breakdown by material category, e.g. fossil energy carriers, biomass and metal ores

 Various indicators are derived from material flow accounts – most prominently 

domestic material consumption (DMC), resource productivity and raw material 

consumption (RMC)

 DMC measures the total amount of materials (in tonnes) used by an economy. It is defined as the 

annual quantity of raw materials extracted from the domestic territory, plus all physical imports and 

minus all physical exports. The DMC indicator provides an assessment of the absolute level of the use 

of resources.

 RMC is defined as the annual quantity of raw materials extracted from domestic territory, plus all 

physical imports and minus all physical exports (both expressed in raw material equivalents). Eurostat 

has developed a model to estimate RMC for the aggregated EU economy.
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Annex IV of Regulation (EU) 538/2014

Environmental protection expenditure: Design 

and Purpose of EU Environmental Accounts

 Environmental protection (EP) is defined as all activities directly aimed at the 

prevention, reduction and elimination of pollution or any other degradation of the 

environment. Statistics on environmental protection expenditure present data on the 

economic resources devoted by resident units to EP.

 In terms of economic transactions, the following variables are presented: total 

expenditure, total investments, pollution treatment investments, pollution prevention 

investments, total current expenditure, internal current expenditure, fees and 

purchases, receipts from by-products, subsidies/transfers and revenues. 

 The data cover private and public specialised producers of EP services, the 

business sector, the general government sector and the household sector.

 The first reference year is 2015, in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 538/2014. 

In the first transmission of data, Member States shall include annual data from 2014 

to the first reference year.
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Annex VI of Regulation (EU) 538/2014

Physical energy flow accounts module: Design 

and Purpose of EU Environmental Accounts

 Physical energy flows grouped into three generic categories: 

 natural energy inputs, 

 energy products, 

 energy residuals, 

 The origin of the physical energy flows, grouped into five categories: production, 

consumption, accumulation, rest of the world and environment.

 The destination of the physical flows, grouped into the same five categories as the 

origin of the physical energy flows.

 The first reference year is 2015. In the first transmission of data, Member States 

shall include annual data from 2014 to the first reference year.
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Annex V of Regulation (EU) 538/2014

Environmental goods and services: Design and 

Purpose of EU Environmental Accounts

 The purpose of environmental goods and services is to prevent, reduce and 

eliminate pollution and any other form of environmental degradation (environmental 

protection - EP) and to conserve and maintain the stock of natural resources, hence 

safeguarding against depletion (resource management - RM).

 Statistics on the environmental goods and services sector present:

 data on the producers' output of these products measured in monetary values

 the gross value added

 and the employment linked with this production.

 The country-level data are from voluntary data collections. Some countries are not 

yet able to report data and there is a difference from country to country in terms of 

years and types of economic activities and environmental domains covered.

 The first reference year is 2015. In the first transmission of data, Member States 

shall include annual data from 2014 to the first reference year.
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Turkish energy statistics regulation: 

gaps w.r.t. EU acquis
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Turkish energy statistics builds on the general statistics law and MENR practice

Overview: Turkish energy statistics regulation
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 Statistics Law of Turkey (Law No: 5429)

 Regulation on Statistics System of MENR



Essentials of EU energy statistics regulation listed in table 

Summary: EU Framework Essentials
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 Air emission accounts showing 14 different gases by 64 industry groups and by households

 Environmental taxes distinguishing 4 tax types, on energy, transport (other than fuel) pollution, 

resources  

 for 64 industry groups, households and nonresidents

 Material flow accounts for approximately 50 material types showing domestic extraction, imports and 

exports

 Defined as the sum of uses of environmental protection services by resident units, gross fixed capital 

formation (GFCF) for environmental protection activities, and transfers for environmental protection less 

financing by the rest of the world

 Environmental goods and services sector accounts are required to make use of the already existing 

information from the national accounts, structural business statistics, business register and other sources

 Record energy data in relation to the economic activities of resident units of national economies in a 

breakdown by economic activity

 supply and use of natural energy inputs, energy products and energy residuals

 MS are required to transmit to Eurostat the data set out in the Annexes of the regulation, including 

confidential data



Energy statistics EU Acquis: gaps w.r.t to EU framework essentials

Gap analysis
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Topic Assessment

Air emissions

 Focus on greenhouse gas emission insufficient

 Broader gas emission records and its missies the flow of emission from economic 

production and consumption activities required

 Records are compatible with UN Framework Convention on Climate Change

Taxes
 Incomplete coverage, as records are gathered only from municipal units, excluding 

broader environmentally related taxes such as emission tax of transportation units 

Material flow accounts
 No reporting

Environmental protection 

expenditures

 Lack of breakdown of environmentally related expenditures into resident units and 

protection activities.

Environmental goods & 

services

 No reporting

Energy flow accounts  Energy balance account covers the required definition as set out in EU regulation

Data transmission
 Limited reporting to Eurostat, as Turkey is not a MS



Energy statistics EU Acquis: adaptation options

Adaptation options 
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Topic Adaptation options

Air emissions
 Turkish statistics will have to cover the full scale of air emissions as required in the 

Annexes.

Taxes
 Turkish statistics will have to cover the full scale of environmental taxation as required 

in the Annexes. 

Material flow accounts
 Introduce reporting

Environmental protection 

expenditures

 Turkish statistics will have to introduce a breakdown of environmentally related 

expenditures into resident units and protection activities.

Environmental goods & 

services

 Introduce reporting

Energy flow accounts  No need for adaptation



Data Requirements for Electricity and 

Gas DSO/TSO
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Additional Data Requirements for Electricity And 

Natural Gas Companies

 An overview of the additional data requirements of electricity and natural gas 

transmission companies (e.g. price control, planning infrastructure, for security of 

supply)

 Context on the data requirements from a regulatory perspective – what regulatory 

authorities collect in the EU for price control purposes. 

 Focus mainly on the regulatory submission requirements:

 Data Collection and Processing: How it is collected, in what form

 What information is collected: technical and financial data

 Reporting and Data Dissemination
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Data Collection: 
Regulatory 

Authority provides 
data 

template/guidelines

Data Submission: 
Gas/Electricity 

DSO/TSO submits 
data within 

specified timeframe

Data Validation
Reporting & 

Dissemination



Role of Energy Regulatory Authorities in the EU 

 Data collection by the Energy Regulatory Authorities in the EU is shaped by their 

duties under EU law.

 The duties are established under Directive 2009/72/EC Art. 35 – 40 for the electricity 

sector and Directive 2009/73/EC Art. 39 – 44 for the gas sector

 The Directives stipulate duties and powers the ERA shall be equipped with: 

 transparent improvement of transmission and distribution tariffs as well as their 

methodologies, 

 ensuring compliance under the obligation of relevant legislation, 

 monitoring investment plans of transmission system operators,

 and ensuring no cross-subsidies in the value chain. 

 Annual reports to the relevant authorities
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Data Collection and Processing

 To fulfil their duties, the Energy Regulatory Authorities in the EU collect data from the 

regulated electricity and gas transmission and distribution companies. 

 The data collected are used mainly for regulatory purposes - namely for price 

control. e.g. establishing the maximum allowed revenue requirements that the 

regulated company can charge through its Use of System Charges

 Usually the information requested by the Regulator is generic for electricity and gas 

transmission and distribution companies with small differences depending on the 

regulatory regime in place and the technical specifications.

 Mandate of data collection of the regulatory authority is usually set in secondary 

legislation, for example in an Ordinance, or License Condition. 

 This empowers them to request information from the gas/electricity TSO/DSO and 

consequently, the companies are obliged to submit the required information.
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Data Collection and Processing

 Data templates are usually provided by the regulatory authority to the regulated 

electricity and gas transmission/distribution companies for the regulatory submission 

of data. 

 Ensure consistency and to ease of the data collection process. 

 Data templates are designed and tailored to the necessary information required, and 

are country specific.

 Regulatory regimes differ between countries in the EU and the type and format of the 

information required vary by jurisdiction. 

 There is not one centralized template used by all regulatory authorities for regulatory 

purposes.
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Data Collection and Processing

 For example in Great Britain, Ofgem the regulatory authority provides excel based 

detailed templates called Regulatory Instructions and Guidance (Rigs) for data 

collection for the regulatory price control purposes. 

 The companies are obliged to provide the information requested and this 

requirement is also included in the Standard Licence Conditions of the regulated gas 

and electricity TSO/DSOs. 

 A guidance document giving instructions on how to complete the template correctly 

and definitions of the cost items required is also provided by Ofgem to the 

companies

• https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/riio-t1-regulatory-

instructions-and-guidance-modification-decision-gas-transmission
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Example: Great Britain

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/publications-and-updates/riio-t1-regulatory-instructions-and-guidance-modification-decision-gas-transmission


What Information is collected?

 The following groups of data collected can be categorised as follows:

 Financial data (monetary data )

 Technical data (physical/operating data)

 Quality / security of supply data
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Data 
Collection

Technical

Quality 
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Financial

Other



What Information is collected?

 Financial data (monetary data ):*

 Operational and maintenance expenditure (opex): labour costs, maintenance costs, material costs, cost 

of electricity losses, depreciation, fault repairs, planned inspections & maintenance, insurance. 

 Capital Expenditure (capex): In regards to investment costs, for price control purposes, investment, 

expansion and development plans (projects) are submitted by the regulated companies to the 

regulatory authority for approval. 

 This includes information for example on the type of projects that are planned, the purpose, the cost of 

the investment, construction period

 Type of asset: e.g. overhead line, pipeline, compressor station, circuit breaker, transformer, reactor, 

underground able, overhead line conductor, overhead line fittings;

 Purchase cost of assets; Replacement cost of asset; Remaining useful life of asset; Depreciation; 

Disposals.

 Historical and Forecast data: Depending on the type of regulation, energy regulators may require opex

cost data of the last year (actual) and/or planned opex for the upcoming years (forecast).

*List is not exhaustive
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Financial data, Technical data, Quality of Supply data



What Information is collected?

 Technical data (physical/operating data):*

 Electricity supplied (MWh) or gas volumes (m³)

 Length of network/pipeline (km)

 Length of overhead lines (km)

 Network losses

 Length of underground cables (km)

 Number of customers – per customer category (e.g. household and industry)

 Consumption per customer category (kWh)

 Peak load (MW)

 Volume of unsupplied energy (MWh)

 Leakage rates

 Number of full time employees (FTE)

* list is not exhaustive
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Financial data, Technical data, Quality of Supply data, Other



What Information is collected?

 Quality of Supply: Examples

 SAIFI (system average interruption frequency index);

 SAIDI (system average interruption duration index) in minutes;

 CAIDI, which stands for Customer Average Interruption Duration Index and is a measure for the 

average time required restoring service to the average customer per interruption.

 Energy Not Supplied (ENS), which provides information about the lost supply of energy resulting from 

interruptions.

 AIT, which stands for Average Interruption Time and provides information for the average time period 

(in minutes) per year in which a connected customer or distribution network is without natural gas 

supply. It is expressed in the duration (min.) of interruptions/1000 consumers/year.

 Average number of interruptions in the gas supply: average number of times per year that a customer 

is affected by an interruption. It is expressed in number of interruptions/1000 consumers/year.

 Outage Rate: the ratio of amount of gas not supplied due to interruptions to the amount of available 

gas.
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Financial data, Technical data, Quality of Supply data, Other



Data Reporting and Dissemination

 Any general statistics which fall under the task of the regulator will either be published in 

the regulator’s annual reports and or distributed to third parties such as The Agency for 

the Cooperation of Energy Regulators (ACER) where necessary.

 The information provided to the regulator for price control purposes is usually published in 

a final decision document containing the parameters of the price control methodology. 

 The decision document is published on the website of the regulator and sets out the 

consultation process, remarks, responses and comments from the electricity/gas TSO is 

also documented and published as part of this process.

 Any confidential information for example financial data of the regulated companies are not 

made public.

• https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/network-regulation-riio-model/riio-t1-price-
control?page=1#block-views-publications-and-updates-block
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https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/network-regulation-riio-model/riio-t1-price-control?page=1#block-views-publications-and-updates-block
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Deloitte refers to one or more of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu

Limited, a UK private company limited by guarantee, and its

network of member firms, each of which is a legally separate and

independent entity. Please see www.deloitte.com/about for a

detailed description of the legal structure of Deloitte Touche

Tohmatsu Limited and its member firms.

Deloitte provides audit, tax, consulting, and financial advisory

services to public and private clients spanning multiple industries.

With a globally connected network of member firms in more than

150 countries, Deloitte brings world-class capabilities and high-

quality service to clients, delivering the insights they need to

address their most complex business challenges. Deloitte has in

the region of 200,000 professionals, all committed to becoming

the standard of excellence.
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In the Energy industry, we in DNV GL unite the strengths of DNV,

KEMA, Garrad Hassan, and GL Renewables Certification. DNV

GL’s 2,500 energy experts support customers around the globe in

delivering a safe, reliable, efficient, and sustainable energy

supply. We deliver world-renowned testing, certification and

advisory services to the energy value chain including renewables

and energy efficiency. Our expertise spans onshore and offshore

wind power, solar, conventional generation, transmission and

distribution, smart grids, and sustainable energy use, as well as

energy markets and regulations. Our testing, certification and

advisory services are delivered independent from each other. To

learn more about DNV-GL, please visit www.dnvgl.com.

http://www.dnvgl.com/

